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ABSTRACT
A face’s memorability refers to the unique combination of visual features facilitating
its recognition. Despite considerable variation in face recognition ability amongst
the general population, individuals show substantial concordance regarding faces’
memorability. This agreement persists, though reduced, when the viewpoints across
which identities are seen at encoding and recognition differ. Consequently, individuals
must extract some invariant facial information during recognition, robust to changes in
viewpoint, to do so consistently (i.e. as a function of stimulus memorability). However,
the extent of such consistency remains unclear. Therefore, in two experiments we
tested recognition of (i) implicitly encoded face images and (ii) explicitly encoded
identities in a group of control observers against a group of “Super-Recognizers” (SRs)
possessing exceptional face processing skills (Ramon, 2021). Novel “With or Without
You” (WoWY) resampling analyses assessed the consistency of SRs relative to control
observers, simultaneously providing measures of intraindividual consistency. When
implicit encoding was surreptitiously solicited (Experiment 1), recognition of studied
images was comparable between groups. Yet, when encoding was explicitly solicited
(Experiment 2), SRs more accurately recognized identities across viewpoint changes
than controls. Critically, image-dependent information could only inform recognition
in the first experiment, whereas viewpoint-invariant information could inform
recognition equally in both. Individual observers’ performance profiles reveal that only
SRs memorability-related performance was consistent between experiments. Overall,
SRs’ unique capacity for recognizing faces based on viewpoint-invariant information is
rooted in fundamentally more robust representations of identity. These results invite
a reinterpretation of face memorability describing viewpoint-invariant information,
diagnostic of facial identity representations in memory.
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Highlights
• Super-Recognizers (SRs) do not uniformly recognize face images better than controls;
both SRs and control observers tend to recognize high- and low-memorability stimuli
equally well.
• Novel “With or Without You” analyses, combining split-half resampling and permutation
techniques, revealed inter- and intra-individual consistency in recognition memory.
• SRs excelled at explicit (but not implicit) learning of facial identities relative to
controls when viewpoint-invariant information was task-relevant.
• SRs consistently represent faces with identity-based (viewpoint-invariant) memorability,
while controls use either image- or identity-based representations.
The finding that consistency of identity-based memorability is relatively unique to
SRs suggests that it constitutes a potential marker of overall face recognition ability.

INTRODUCTION
Normally, we recognize and identify others based on a
variety of aspects of their appearance; their clothing,
hair style, gait, and posture all serve as potential cues
revealing their identity. But, maybe most critically of all,
we recognize and identify individuals based on facial
information. And yet, while some people’s faces may
be readily recognizable to us, others may be just as
forgettable.
A face’s memorability refers to the combination of
its intrinsic visual features tending to facilitate its later
recognition.1 A growing body of literature supports the
idea that all faces (and other objects) are not equally
memorable: there is inter-individual consistency between
the memorability of specific images, and of identities
(Isola et al., 2011; Bainbridge et al., 2013; Bainbridge,
2017, 2020). That is, the faces we recognize tend to
converge with those recognized by others, and vice-versa
(Bainbridge, 2017; Vokey & Read; 1992; Rust & Mehrpour,
2020). As a whole, the extant literature suggests that a
face’s memorability is an intrinsic property derivable from
some combination of two broad types on information:
image-dependent information (i.e., image-specific, lowlevel visual features), as well as viewpoint-invariant
information (i.e., cues persisting across images of the
same identity) (Bainbridge, 2017; Chang et al., 2017).
While many dimensions have been proposed to account
for memorability (Bainbridge et al., 2013; Khosla et al.,
2015), faces are such complex visual objects that even
the most complete accounts are neither exhaustive,
nor close to generating scientific consensus (Rust &
Mehrpour, 2020).
The common implication across models of face
memorability, though, is that the combination of a
face’s attributes ought to be quantifiable along some
stimulus dimension (or higher dimensional space). So,
while face images can be reconstructed in a “face space”
from similarity ratings between face images (reflecting
image-dependent similarities), or face images and

memorial representations (reflecting viewpoint-invariant
similarities) (Chang et al., 2017), image statistics alone
are insufficient for quantifying memorability either in
human observers, or using machine learning algorithms
limited to pixel-wise matching (Isola et al, 2011; Chang
et al., 2017).
This raises an interesting question: What are the
relative contributions of image- and identity-based
memorability to face recognition more broadly? Image
recognition demands highly accurate perception,
whereas recognizing facial identities poses the additional
requirement of constructing invariant representations that
translate across changing viewpoints and environmental
conditions. Thus, while recognizing specific facial images
could be accomplished by extracting either image- or
identity-related information, doing so consistently across
changes in viewpoint necessarily requires both to be
successful. Consistency, here, refers to the extent to
which an individual’s recognition of faces is non-random,
and instead tends to be a function of memorability, such
that they tendentially recognize more memorable faces.
To address this question, we capitalized on the
extraordinary face processing abilities of SRs (Russel
et al., 2009; Ramon et al., 2019a & b, Ramon, 2021)
in characterizing their reliance on image-dependent
and viewpoint-invariant information as a function of
memorability, relative to neurotypical observers. Though
there is some evidence for domain generality of face
identification among SRs (Faghel-Soubeyrand, 2021),
this specific advantage could equally be attributable to
superior perceptual abilities. Moreover, previous accounts
of SRs’ abilities suggest that these cannot be attributed
solely to superior memory abilities; even World Memory
Champions in face-name matching do not present with
SR levels of performance on standard lab-based tests of
face processing (Ramon et al, 2016). So, to the extent
that their abilities extend beyond face processing, it
seems unlikely that their advantages can be explained
purely in terms of memory—even if generally superior
memory cannot be altogether ruled out.
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Young and Burton (2017, 2018) have proposed that
expertise in face recognition across images only truly
occurs for familiar ones. However, the extent to which
the advantage familiarity confers stems from visual
versus semantic representations remains unresolved.
Simultaneous familiar face matching (of identities
across images) cannot rely on semantic/personal
knowledge in the same way that it can for familiar faces
(Rossion, 2018). Most recently, though, facial identity
representations in memory have been proposed to
make up isolated ‘islands of expertise’ (Hancock, 2021).
According to this hypothesis, our memories are populated
by constellations of familiar face representations, whose
common attributes make up the dimensions along which
we process unfamiliar faces (Valentine, 1991; Valentine
et al., 2004), irrespective of whether those attributes are
semantic or visual. So, (re)cognition of faces nearer to
those ‘isolated islands’ is facilitated by proxy. It has been
suggested, as a corollary of this hypothesis, that SRs
might have more highly organized constellations of this
sort, and that this may account for their face recognition
abilities (Hancock, 2021).
But how might information about faces representations
differ between SRs and normal individuals in such a high
dimensional space? Representational similarity analysis
of SRs’ EEG responses has found that they show distinct
activation patterns, evocative of both more detailed
facial identity representations than normal observers,
and richer representations of non-face categories
(Faghel-Soubeyrand et al., 2020; 2021). While this
suggests some domain generality of their abilities, it does
not immediately explain whether these representations
differ from neurotypical individuals’ in either degree (i.e.,
quantitatively) or kind (i.e., qualitatively). Thus, it remains
an open question whether face recognition among SRs
relies on more consistent and efficient use of common
information, or on sensitivity to further representational
dimensions, untapped amongst the normal population.
Recent work (Nador et al., 2021a & b) has shown that
SRs’ ability to perceptually match unfamiliar faces is also
determined by more consistent exploitation of common
global spatial frequency information used by controls.
Similarly, previous psychophysical work has found
that SRs’ recognition of celebrity faces derives from
essentially the same information extracted from local
spatial frequency information employed by neurotypical
control observers (Tardif et al., 2018). Based on these
results, SRs’ famous face recognition and unfamiliar face
perception abilities seem to stem from exploitation of
the same local and global information, respectively, as
the general population. More broadly, these results imply
that SRs’ capabilities represent quantitative extensions of
typical face processing abilities.
Yet, no research to date has yet assessed SRs’
unfamiliar face recognition in terms of global processing,
thus motivating the present study. In the interim, it
remains somewhat unclear whether these individuals
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uniformly excel at extracting image-dependent local
features, or viewpoint-invariant global features during
unfamiliar face recognition. As a group, though, the
existing evidence suggests that they may possess either
of these abilities, depending on the specific face cognition
process probed. For instance, recent work by Linka and
colleagues (2021) found that SRs were more likely to
fixate on faces (both in terms of their first saccade and
overall dwell time) relative to other semantic categories,
irrespective of their particular viewpoint or arrangement
within scenes. This might imply, at least perceptually,
that SRs may be more sensitive to viewpoint invariant
facial features than neurotypical controls. But, in this
case, SRs were not specifically tasked with recognizing
faces, whereas previous work seems to suggest generally
that individual differences show strong task dependency
(Fysh et al., 2020; Faghel-Soubeyrand, 2021; Ramon,
2021; DeHaas, 2021). This leaves open the possibility
that, within a given task, individual differences could
depend on the information content (image-dependent
or identity-invariant) they require.
To probe this question further, we explicitly tested
whether SRs would show greater sensitivity to either type
of information by assessing their recognition of specific
unfamiliar face images, and facial identities captured
from different viewpoints, respectively. Furthermore,
we implemented a novel “With or without you” (WoWY)
analytical approach that departs fundamentally from
previous work both on SRs and visual memorability. Past
studies of SRs’ recognition abilities have tendentially
focused on aggregate scores that gloss over latent
variability in memorability (both within experiments,
and across studies). We reason instead that
memorability constitutes an ideal construct for probing
the intraindividual consistency of image and identity
recognition, which in turn may directly correspond
to individual differences in observers’ idiosyncratic
capacities.
In Experiment 1, we surreptitiously tested recognition
for (previously memorability ranked, c.f. Bainbridge et al.,
2013) unfamiliar face images: after initial implicit learning
(during a gender categorization task) the exact same
images were—without warning—presented as targets
among novel distractors in an old/new recognition task.
At base, we hypothesized that recognition performance
would be greater for high versus low memorability face
images. Moreover, if SRs were to show greater sensitivity
to memorability than controls, this would suggest that
they have somewhat more structured or well-organized
mental representations of images, as suggested
previously (Hancock, 2021). However, this would not
exclude the possibility that individuals in both groups
were forming face representations robust to changes
across images of the same identity.
Consequently, in Experiment 2, to-be-remembered
identities were explicitly learned from frontal view face
images. And, with the intention of probing memorability
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and recognition for viewpoint-invariant, rather than
image-dependent stimulus properties, the subsequent
old-new recognition task involved stimuli shown from
a three-quarter viewpoint. Under these circumstances,
recognition would only be possible if the properties
extracted during encoding were robust to changes in
viewpoint. As before, we anticipated better recognition
across viewpoints for high vs. low memorability
identities. Yet here, SRs outperforming controls would
indicate that their superior skill does not derive from
purely image-dependent information, but instead
reflects more efficient extraction of viewpoint-invariant
representations of facial identity.
Most importantly, we investigated individual and
grouped performance profiles across experiments.
We hypothesized that consistency of memorabilitydependent recognition performance observed between
experiments indicates utilization of viewpoint-invariant
information during recognition. Therefore, greater
consistency of recognition performance among SRs vs.
typical observers would imply that SRs extract viewpointinvariant, identity-diagnostic information from face
images in a fundamentally more principled and
consistent manner. And, to the extent that individuals’
performances covary with image- or identity-based
memorability, this would provide additional evidence for
the continuous and dimensional nature of memorability.
Unfortunately, neither ANOVA, nor logistic regression
are particularly well-suited to assessing this hypothesis,
so we developed and implemented a novel WoWY
resampling method to measure observers’ and groups’
between-experiment consistency.
To preview our results, we find that, for controls,
recognition performance across experiments varies interIDENTIFIER

individually, and somewhat inconsistently between imageand identity-based memorability. SRs, on the other hand,
show significant consistency between their recognition
performance and stimulus memorability (of both types)
across experiments. We therefore surmise that SRs have
a more detailed dimensional representation of face
memorability, untethered to image-specific information
available at encoding and retrieval, but better entwined
with the aspects of facial identities that render them
memorable despite changes in viewpoint between images.
This is of particular importance given its implications for
diagnosis of pathology (Ramon, 2018; Bainbridge et al.,
2019), as well as for identification of potential SRs in future
research and applied settings (Ramon, 2021).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
OBSERVERS

Thirty-four observers (26 females) aged 18–47 years
(M = 27.5; SD = 8.33), who were either students at
the University of Fribourg or non-student individuals
contacted by the experimenters, provided informed
consent to participate in both experiments (as approved
by the local research ethics committee (approval
number 473), adherent to the Declaration of Helsinki).
Control observers received course credit or financial
compensation for their participation. The SR sample
consisted of 11 individuals (all right-handed) who
achieved superior performance in at least two of three
tests of face perception and recognition (Yearbook Test
(YBT; Bruck et al., 1991), Facial Identity Card Sorting Test
(FICST; Jenkins et al., 2011), Cambridge Face Memory
Test long version (CFMT+; Russell et al., 2009) (see Table 1)
derived from a recently reported cohort of 70 SR cases

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

DIAGNOSTIC TEST SCORES

SEX

AGE

HANDEDNESS

FICST

YBT

CFMT

FW1

Male

32

Right

1

22

97

GP1

Male

47

Right

7

15

99

MB1

Male

34

Right

0

20

97

MB2

Female

45

Left

0

18

96

NC1

Female

41

Right

7

17

92

PT1

Female

33

Right

0

17

78

UC1*

Male

42

Right

0

20

90

VZ1

Male

23

Right

6

21

90

AM1

Female

31

Right

0

17

99

CB1

Female

32

Right

2

20

87

OS1

Male

46

Right

2

16

87

Table 1 Demographic and diagnostic information regarding the sample of SRs reported in the current study.
NB: The SRs reported in the current study were initially identified and reported by Ramon (2021). We use the same personal identifiers
to allow cross-referencing to previous and future studies. * This SR was excluded from analyses owing to response confusion/buttonpress errors. We have nonetheless provided his demographic information.
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(Ramon, 2021). Some of the cases reported here also
participated in additional behavioral, oculomotor and
neuroimaging studies (Nador et al., 2021a & b; Linka et
al., 2021; Faghel-Soubeyrand, 2020, 2021; for a collective
overview of SR cases and study participation, see Ramon,
2021). One control and one SR observer’s data were
excluded from both experiments due to chance level
performance caused by button-press errors.

STIMULI
In Experiment 1, 720 face (half fe/male) stimuli from the
10k US Adult Faces Database (Bainbridge et al., 2012)
measuring 5.3° of visual angle (VA) (57 cm viewing
distance), labelled with hit rate-derived memorability
scores (Bainbridge et al., 2017), and an average Michelson
contrast of .96 (min = .63, max = .99) were displayed
on a MacBook Pro (15”, Mid 2010; 2.4 GHz Intel Core
i5). Target stimuli comprised two sets of 180 high and
low memorability images with average hit rates of .73
± .07, and .32 ± .06, respectively, both counterbalanced
for gender; 360 medium memorability images served
as novel distractors for the old/new recognition task.
In Experiment 2, 64 face images (counterbalanced
for gender) with hit rate-derived memorability scores
(Bainbridge, 2016) originating from the Karolinska
Directed Emotion Faces (KDEF) database (Lundqvist et
al., 1998) and the Stirling Economic & Social Research
Council (ESRC) 3-Dimensional Face Database (Hancock
& Tiddeman, 2011) were used (with mean memorability
scores of 0.61 and 0.70, for low and high memorability
images, respectively). Stimuli subtended 5.3° VA and
had an average contrast of .95 (min = .72, max = .99)
(see Figure 1). In both experiments, all face stimuli were



entirely unfamiliar to all observers, prior to beginning.

PROCEDURES
Each experiment consisted of two phases: first a learning
phase, and then a recognition phase. During the learning
phase, observers learned (implicitly in Experiment 1;
explicitly in Experiment 2) a set of face stimuli and
committed them to memory. During the recognition
phase, they were tasked with recognizing face stimuli
as either matching (exact image matches in Experiment
1; identity matches in Experiment 2) one of the studied
identities, or as a novel foil. An equal number of targets
and foils were presented to observers in each experiment.
Crucially, in conjunction with the stimulus manipulations
described above, the manipulation of learning between
experiments was intended to bias observers away from
explicitly attending to viewpoint-invariant stimulus
information in stimuli during Experiment 1, while forcing
them to process viewpoint-invariant information during
Experiment 2.
Experiment 1—Recognizing Implicitly Learned Face
Images. In the implicit learning phase of Experiment
1, observers bimanually categorized high and low
memorability stimuli as male (‘press A’) or female
(‘press L’) as quickly and accurately as possible.
Stimulus presentation durations are detailed in Figure 1;
responses were recorded during stimulus presentation
or the following blank interval. In total, six blocks of 60
images (with interleaved 10s breaks; order randomized)
were shown. Then, after a short (3–5min) break, the
experimenter indicated that the previous gender
categorization task was in fact an implicit learning task
and that a recognition phase would now follow (all

  
    








  




       








   


































  
    

       

   















    


































Figure 1 Experimental procedures. In Experiment 1, observers implicitly learned images in the context of a gender categorization
(i.e., orthogonal) task. Subsequently they were required to complete a surprise old/new recognition task in which the exact implicitly
learned frontal target images (high and low memorability) had to be distinguished among novel distractors (medium memorability). In
Experiment 2, observers were explicitly asked to learn a set of (frontal) faces for subsequent recognition. Here, in the recognition phase
target identities and novel distractors were presented at ¾ view.
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observers were unaware of the subsequent recognition
task). In the recognition phase, observers were instructed
to indicate via button press—as quickly and accurately as
possible—whether they had seen each presented image
during the learning phase (‘A’ for ‘old’; ‘L’ for ‘new’). This
task comprised 4 blocks of 180 stimuli (in randomized
order, with self-paced breaks between blocks). Stimuli
were presented for 1s, followed by a blank screen that
persisted until a response was provided.
Experiment
2—Recognizing
Explicitly
Learned
Faces across Viewpoint Changes. After completion of
Experiment 1, observers were given another short
break (3–5 min), before beginning the explicit learning
phase of Experiment 2. During this phase, they were
explicitly instructed to learn 32 new faces for subsequent
recognition. After a short (30s) break, the recognition
phase began. Observers were instructed to indicate
as quickly and accurately as possible whether the 3/4
viewpoint face stimuli represented facial identities had
been presented in the prior learning phase (i.e. press ‘A’
for ‘old’) or not (i.e. press ‘L’ for ‘new’). The 64 stimuli were
presented randomly in a single block; each was displayed
until a response was provided and trials were separated
by a .8s blank screen ITI.

ANALYSES
Our analyses included two components. First, a threeway mixed Bayesian ANOVA (JASP Team, 2020, JASP
computer software, Version 0.14.1) was conducted
(along with post-hoc power analysis (G*Power computer
software, Faul et al., 2007)) to investigate the effects
of Group, Experiment, and Memorability. Note that
Memorability for this analysis was derived from hit
rates obtained in different studies (Bainbridge 2017, in
Experiment 1, and Bainbridge, 2016 in Experiment 2),
with different observers, and an altogether different set
of experimental procedures. Second, we implemented a
novel With or Without You (WoWY) analysis described in
detail later in this section.
Post-Hoc Power Analysis. Post-hoc power analysis
(GPower3.1.9.4, Faul, 2019) of the current study’s
mixed design (repeated measures with betweensubjects factors), given a total sample size of 32, with
2 groups and 7 effects measured (3 main effects, 3
two-way interactions and a 3-way interaction) shows
that the ANOVA has statistical power (𝛽) indicative
of an 11% chance of detecting small, true effect (f =
0.1); a 44% chance of detecting medium-sized, true
repeated-measures effects (f = 0.25); and an 82%
chance of detecting a true, large effect (f = 0.4). Thus,
we would expect to have adequate power for detecting
only relatively large effects with the current design,
assuming a type I error rate of 5%. Of note, a recent
study by Bainbridge (2020), using essentially the same
experimental manipulations as our own, found a large
(f = 0.68) within-subjects depth of encoding effect (i.e.

varying whether learning was implicit or explicit between
experiments). So, while our sample size is relatively small,
we expect to have adequate power to detect an even
smaller effect than reported in the most comparable
study of face memorability known to us.
With or Without You (WoWY) Analysis. To assess
whether any individuals’ recognition performances were
dependent on image- or identity-based memorability,
we conducted a split-half, with or without you
(WoWY) analysis on each observer’s hits and misses.
This analysis, illustrated in Figure 2, compares each
observer’s performance relative to other randomly
sampled observers against the null hypothesis that their
recognition performance across images is independent
of memorability. Critically, with this procedure,
the operational measure of memorability relies on
concordance between observers in our sample, and not
with memorability scores obtained from previous studies.
The procedure first involves randomly sampling
half of the observers and half of the images (each one
ranked by their average hit rates across all observers)
at a time. In this case, we drew 1000 samples, each
without replacement. Crucially, over repeated samples,
each observer is expected to be included in half of them.
Thus, the drawn samples are inherently divisible into one
half that include (“with”) versus another that exclude
(“without”) any particular observer (Figure 2, Panel 1).
Likewise, each image is equally likely to be retained for
calculating WoWY scores within a given sample. And,
after repeated sampling, will be equally represented in
samples including or excluding any particular observer.
Following the repeated sampling, we proceed
observer by observer, noting the samples that include
versus exclude them. For each of these sample sets (with
and without the observer), we then average together the
hit rates of the most memorable image from each single
sample. That is, the hit rates for the most memorable
images in each sample are averaged together, then the
second most memorable, and so on, until we have an
ordered set of image composite memorability scores.
This process is then repeated for each observer, yielding
one such set including—and one excluding—every
observer:

X : i  X ; Withouti 
 X : i  X
[1] Withi 
where i denotes observers and X denotes samples of half
of the hit-rate-ranked images across all i.
In kind, the other half of images in each sample X
(those not retained for WoWY score calculation) will still
be of great importance. They are similarly rank-ordered
(according to hit rate across all other participants), to
produce composite image memorability scores.
Finally, each observer’s WoWY scores are calculated
by taking the difference between the two sets
(subtracting “without” from “with”), separately for each
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Figure 2 Schematic representation of the “with or without you” (WoWY) analysis. 1. Performance data for half of all images and
observers, respectively, were repeatedly resampled (without respect to SR status) and retained for computing WoWY scores; the
remaining half were used for computing average memorability. Crucially, since each observer has a probability 0.5 of selection in each
sample, everyone is present in a unique subset of half of the repeated samples 2. Over repeated samples, each observer’s influence
on mean performance as a function of memorability was assessed by correlating their WoWY score against memorability scores
(derived from all other observers’ recognition performance for repeated samples of images). Importantly, memorability scores are
derived from the average of randomly sampled images; as such, they reflect a position on the memorability continuum, but not the
memorability of any single image. 3. The impact of memorability on WoWY scores was assessed in each experiment by standardizing
the correlation coefficients obtained in (2); parameter estimates were derived by repeatedly permuting memorability scores, and
assessing the correlation obtained with each new ordering of images.

level of composite image memorability (from most to
least memorable). Each observer’s WoWY scores are
thus rank-ordered according to the memorability of the
images from which they were derived. Although the
WoWY and memorability scores are generated from split
halves of the stimulus set for any one drawn sample, it
is important to recall that all images are used as often
across repeated samples to calculate WoWY scores as

they are to calculate composite memorability scores.
Essentially, both the WoWY and memorability scores
are in the end derived from the full stimulus set. Equally,
images with lower memorability scores were most likely
to be represented near their true rank in each sample,
such that over repeated samples, high composite
memorability scores tended to include high memorability
images, and vice versa.
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Having followed this procedure, we could then
determine whether each observer’s performance relative
to other randomly sampled observers was a function
of memorability (as assessed by all other observers’
recall of the remaining images) by Spearman correlating
these two split halves of the data. A positive correlation
between WoWY scores and memorability for a given
observer would imply that their performance improved
relative to other observers as a function of memorability,
whereas a negative correlation would indicate that their
performance degraded. This obtained correlation is of
course derived from the particular circumstance where
WoWY scores were correlated against memorability
scores ordered from least to most memorable. Therefore,
the alternative hypothesis that this correlation was
due to this specific ordered structure can be tested by
permutation (Figure 2, panel 3). The null hypothesis
is thus that WoWY scores are no more correlated with
the originally ordered memorability scores than would
be expected by chance. We tested this against the
alternative (that the two are correlated) by comparing
the obtained Spearman correlation coefficient against
the distribution of correlation coefficients obtained by
permuting memorability scores (see inset histograms
in the Supplementary Information). We could then
Z-transform the obtained Spearman correlation
coefficient by dividing its distance from the mean by the
standard deviation of this distribution.
Finally, to assess group-level consistency of
performance as a function of memorability, we resampled
10 observers’ Z-transformed correlation coefficients at a
time, 1000 times, to create their sampling distribution.
We resampled 10 observers at a time because the actual
sample of SRs from which we calculated the group-level

  

correlation had N = 10. So, resampling 10 observers at a
time ensured that the bootstrapped sampling distribution
would have a standard deviation commensurate with the
standard error of the mean for the original sample of size
10. We then assessed where the obtained correlation
coefficient lay in relation to the center of the sampling
distribution.

RESULTS

MIXED BAYESIAN ANOVA
We conducted a three-way mixed Bayesian ANOVA (2
Group × 2 Experiment × 2 Memorability)—with Group
as the only between-subjects factor—on observers’
Hit Rates (Figure 3). Model comparisons revealed
that the highest log likelihood (Log BFM = 3.613) was
achieved when including main effects of Memorability,
Experiment and Group, as well as Memorability by
Experiment, and Group by Experiment interactions.
Analyses of the effects within this model, by comparison
with matched models (including versus excluding each
effect) provided decisive evidence favoring inclusion of
the main effect of Memorability (Log BFincl = 7.61), but
only marginal support for Experiment (Log BFincl = .19).
There was strong evidence against a main effect of
Group (Log BFincl = –.803), though there was substantially
more decisive evidence favoring inclusion of both Group
by Experiment (Log BFincl = 3.53), and Memorability by
Experiment (Log BFincl = 4.97) interactions. Finally, we
note that there was strong evidence against any Group
by Memorability interaction (Log BFincl = –1.22), as well
as the three-way interaction (Log BFincl = –1.15). And
overall, we obtained a model averaged posterior R2 of
.59 (95% CI = [.503, .663]).
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Figure 3 Groups’ mean hit rates for high and low memorability stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2. Error bars correspond to ±1 SEM.
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“WITH OR WITHOUT YOU” (WOWY) ANALYSIS
To assess whether individual observers showed significant
sensitivity to memorability in each experiment, we
first computed individual WoWY scores following the
procedures outlined in Figure 2 and described in detail
in the Materials and Methods section. Accordingly,
we compared the half of repeated samples including
versus excluding each individual observer, retaining a
random half of all images for each such comparison.
Memorability scores were calculated by averaging the hit
rate for each image separately, across all but the current
observer. Finally, we correlated each individual observer’s
WoWY scores with the memorability scores for the half of
images that were not retained. Effectively, this entailed
testing the alternative hypothesis—that WoWY scores
covary with memorability—against the null hypothesis
that WoWY scores are independent of memorability. We
then tested the significance of each correlation coefficient
by comparing it to the bootstrapped distribution of
correlation coefficients obtained by randomly permuting
memorability rankings between images (see Figure 2).
In Experiment 1, 11 controls showed significant
positive correlations between their WoWY scores and
memorability (r(358) = .33, .46, .51, .49, .27, .42, .51,
.44, .33, .21, .28; ps < .05), while 5 showed negative
correlations (r(358) = –.33, –.64, –.16, –.66, –.51; ps < .05),
and 6 showed none (see Supplementary Information for
all individual observers’ WoWY data). Five SRs showed
significant positive correlations (r(178) = .49, .16, .25,
.25, .37; ps < .05) and 5 showed negative ones (r(178) =
–.29,–.28,–.15,–.66,–.29; ps < .05). In Experiment 2, only
4 controls showed significant positive correlations (r(14)
= .65,.72,.71,.7,.65; ps < .05) and just 3 showed negative
ones (r(14) = –.64,–.69,–.58). Meanwhile, among SRs, only
2 of the 10 SRs showed significant positive correlations
(r(14) = .53, .93; ps < .05) and 3 showed negative ones
(r(14) = –.65, –.72, –.30; ps < .05) (see Figure 4 and
Supplementary Information for individual observers’
scatter plots).
Beyond these correlations’ significance, our primary
goal was understanding consistency of individuals’
performance as a function of memorability between
Experiments 1 and 2, as this speaks to whether they had
similar sensitivity to image-dependent and viewpointinvariant memorability. We therefore Z-transformed
each observer’s abovementioned correlation coefficients
using the bootstrapped distributions derived for
significance testing (Figure 3, panel 3). Thus, for each
observer, we obtained one WoWY Z-score per experiment,
reflecting their performance relative to other observers,
across memorability. As demonstrated in Figure 4a
(bootstrapped Group consistency), among controls there
was no significant correlation between WoWY Z-scores
in the two experiments (r(30) = .21, p = .35). Among SRs,
however, there was a significant positive correlation (r(8)
= .67, pboot = .01) when compared to the bootstrapped

distribution of correlation coefficients obtained by
resampling observers (irrespective of Group) 10 at a time
(Figure 4a, Bootstrapped Group consistency).

DISCUSSION
Across experiments, we find that recognition
performance varies as a function of Memorability, even
when memorability scores are derived from independent
observers’ recognition performance measured in
the context of different paradigms (cf. Bainbridge et
al., 2013; Bainbridge et al., 2017; Bainbridge, 2017).
However, SRs did not outperform controls at the group
level, overall, suggesting that any average recognition
memory differences between groups were modest
at best. Given that both groups show comparable
memorability-dependent performance, our results lend
credence to the notion that image-based memorability is
consistent across samples and experimental paradigms.
Of course, we could not directly compare our imageand identity-based memorability effects to those found
in other studies (Bainbridge et al., 2013; Bainbridge,
2017; Bainbridge et al., 2017), owing to differences in
procedures and paradigms. Therefore, we could not
ascertain whether a given image was specifically encoded
based on image-dependent or viewpoint-invariant
features. Nevertheless, the decisive evidence in favor
of an Experiment by Memorability interaction strongly
suggests that image- and identity-based (i.e., viewpointinvariant) memorability effects are separable, depending
on the conditions during encoding. Moreover, the studied
identities themselves differed between experiments as
a methodological consequence of maintaining single
exposures to each one during study. Effectively, this
prevents testing the memorability of the exact same
image during both implicit versus explicit learning, as
well as when probing recognition with image- or identitymatched stimuli.

NO EVIDENCE FOR ABNORMAL MEMORABILITY
AMONG SRS
The absence of a Group effect, or Group by Memorability
interaction suggest that SRs were no better than
controls at recognizing face stimuli, irrespective of their
memorability. However, this could be explained by the
large individual differences amongst the individuals in
our two groups. While some individuals’ performances
deteriorated relative to peers as memorability increased
in Experiment 1, the exact opposite could be said of their
own performance in Experiment 2 (see Supplementary
Information Figure S1 scatterplots). Since memorability
effectively stems from concordance across individuals,
these inter-observer differences constitute an important
source of variability, clearly not captured by the simple
dichotomy between high and low.
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Figure 4 a. Correlation between WoWY Z-scores obtained for each observer in Experiments 1 & 2. a. Relationship between WoWY Z-scores. Scores in quadrants 1 & 3 imply consistency of memorability
across experiments; quadrants 2 & 4 imply inconsistency (left). Deviation of WoWY Z-scores from 0 indicates the observer’s within-experiment agreement between recognition performance and memorability
(center). Group-level correlation coefficients assessed by bootstrap (right). b. WoWY Z-scores for a representative subset of controls (left) and SRs (right). Scatter plots display correlations between each
one’s WoWY scores and memorability scores. Inset histograms show bootstrapped distributions of correlation coefficients, with X and Y axes denoting correlation coefficient values and their frequencies,
respectively. These were obtained by permuting memorability scores, with obtained correlations denoted by vertical lines. Positive correlation indicates increasing (and negative indicated decreasing)
recognition performance, relative to other observers, as a function of memorability. All observers’ scatter plots and histograms are provided as Supplementary Information.
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Moreover, the memorability levels we tested could
have been too heterogeneous to observe any interaction
with Group. However, this seems unlikely, given the
observed Memorability by Experiment interaction, and
the concordance between our sample’s performance
and the memorability scores obtained for these images
from previous experiments (see Stimuli). In fact, recent
work by Bainbridge (2020) employing similar procedures
and stimuli to the current experiments’ finds comparable
levels of performance. Consequently, our high and low
memorability stimuli seem neither too heterogeneous,
nor too extreme, despite relatively low overall hit rates. In
sum, this suggests that the Experiment by Memorability
interaction was most likely due to usage of differential
information content (image-dependent versus viewpointinvariant), and not simply a product of the specific ranges
of memorability at which we happened to test.
Finally, the Group by Experiment interaction indicates
that SRs outperformed control observers when encoding
was explicitly solicited during the learning phase, and
the images seen during recognition were shown from
different viewpoints than when they were studied
(Experiment 2). This suggests an advantage for SRs
specific to these conditions, under which only viewpointinvariant information could reliably transfer between
encoding and recall. Thus, the control observers were
capable of recognizing specific face images (in Experiment
1), but not necessarily identities across viewpoint
changes (Experiment 2). This raises the question of
whether SRs or controls employed different information
across experiments. They could have used image-based
information in Experiment 1, and viewpoint-invariant
information in Experiment 2, or used viewpoint-invariant
information in both experiments, even though imagebased information alone would have been sufficient to
facilitate recall in Experiment 1. But, since ANOVA cannot
address this issue, we developed and employed WoWY
analyses to disentangle these two possibilities.

NOVEL “WITH OR WITHOUT YOU” ANALYSIS
REVEALS GREATER CONSISTENCY AMONG SRS
While SRs’ average performance may not have been
substantially superior to control observers’ across
experiments, the Group by Experiment interaction
suggests that SRs performance improved from
Experiment 1 to 2, whereas controls’ performance
remained stable. Overall, then, SRs seem to have been
better at processing viewpoint-invariant information
than controls. However, the memorabilities from which
this effect was derived were obtained under quite
different circumstances (see Stimuli), and we sought to
test whether observers’ performance in each experiment
varied in kind with the remainder of the current sample.
As a first step, we confirmed that observers’ performance
indeed varied as a function of memorability within each
experiment, using a leave-one-out logistic regression
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(See Supplementary Information Figure S2).
However, since any given observer could have implicitly
relied on identity-based memorability (by exploiting
identity-invariant face information) in both experiments,
we sought to test whether this was the case, using novel
WoWY analyses. Logistic regression (Supplementary
Information, Figure S2) is limited to assessment of
within-experiment consistency, at least at the individual
observer level. To the extent that individuals’ hit rates are
well-fitted by the logistic regression model, this suggests
that their behavioral responses vary as a function of
memorability. The fit, then, reflects their sensitivity to
fluctuation in memorability, albeit separately for each
experiment. This latter caveat is nonetheless quite
important, since consistency between experiments here
suggests similar extraction of information in both. Since
image-dependent information was only sufficient to
support recognition during Experiment 1, consistency
between experiments necessarily entails extraction of
viewpoint-invariant information in both.
WoWY analyses allowed us to assess the consistency
of recognition performance between experiments for
individual observers, and indeed, only SRs exhibited
enhanced consistency between experiments. Since only
viewpoint-invariant information could have been used
effectively in both experiments, this suggests that SRs
were more sensitive to it, even implicitly, when encoding
of identity was not solicited during the learning phase.
This agrees with the observed Group by Experiment
interaction, which implies that the kind, and not the
magnitude, of memorability is what distinguishes SRs
from controls. From these results, we might expect any
given control observer to have a more idiosyncratic
memorability profile (i.e., recognition for specific
identities), less consistent with that of other observers
between experiments. In order to determine whether
this was the case at the individual level, we assessed
the diagnosticity of image-dependent versus viewpointinvariant information following the WoWY methodology
outlined previously.
In Experiment 1, split-half WoWY analyses showed
that observers’ hit rates were more consistent with
memorability scores (derived from all other observers’
performance) than would be predicted by chance alone
(see Figure 4a, Bootstrapped group consistency). In 26 of
the 32 observers, we find there were significant deviations
from chance in Experiment 1, indicating that the ordering
of memorability scores (ranked based on all other
observers’ performance) was significantly correlated with
their own performance (See Supplementary Information,
Figure S1 for individual observers’ WoWY profiles). In line
with previous research, this result strongly suggests that
stimulus memorability is consistent across observers
(Bainbridge et al., 2013; Bainbridge et al., 2017; Chang
et al., 2017). However, in Experiment 1 observers
learned targets (face images) implicitly in the context
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of an orthogonal (gender categorization) task, and their
recognition performance for these targets was tested
using these exact same images. Thus, from these results
alone, it is unclear whether their internal representations of
memorability derive from image-dependent or viewpointinvariant, identity-diagnostic information, since either
could have been successfully used to aid recognition of
an exact image match during the recognition phase.
In Experiment 2, memorability of the to-be-learned
target identities varied continuously (c.f. Bainbridge,
2016), whereas the images used in Experiment 1 were
taken from the high and low memorability tails of a
performance distribution (c.f. Bainbridge et al., 2017).
Therefore, by comparison with Experiment 1, the
correlation between observers’ WoWY performance and
stimulus memorability was weaker within observers, on
average. But crucially, since observers had to recognize
studied identities across viewpoints, above-chance
performance required viewpoint-invariant identity (as
opposed to image) recognition. While observers explicitly
encoded faces for later recognition, the instructions in
Experiment 2 provided no indication as to whether their
recognition would be tested for identical images or not.
Under these circumstances, local features would be
exceedingly unlikely to transfer from head-on to threequarter viewpoints unless an observer utilized some
viewpoint-invariant information. Split-half permutation
analysis confirms this, but also shows significantly greater
consistency with the results of Experiment 1 among SRs
than controls (Figure 4). Critically, between-experiment
consistency in performance as a function of memorability
could only be achieved if viewpoint-invariant information
were used in both, since image-dependent information
could not. Our results show that SRs tend to exhibit
consistent patterns of recognition performance (across
experiments) as a function of memorability, whereas
controls do not. Overall, this supports the hypothesis
that SRs show higher sensitivity to viewpoint-invariant
information as a continuous dimension. Furthermore, it
implies that compared to controls, SRs more consistently
built robust representations of encoded facial identities
across contexts—even without explicit instructions to do
so (i.e., Implicit Learning Phase, Experiment 1).
Observers also studied substantially fewer images in
Experiment 2 than 1. So, variation in performance between
the two could potentially be attributed to this difference,
rather than our intended experimental manipulations
of encoding type and stimulus information. However,
the fact that we Z-transformed WoWY scores (Figure
4a) accounts for this possibility—at least in theory—by
reducing them in proportion to the number of stimuli
from which they were derived. As well, at least upon
visual inspection, logistic regression fits to the data (see
Supplementary Information, Figure S2) appear to be
somewhat more similar between experiments for SRs
than controls, which, while not statistically interpreted

here, nonetheless agrees with the results of our novel
WoWY analyses.

CONVERGING EVIDENCE FOR CONSISTENCY
Recent work characterizing perceptual processing (vs.
recognition) of facial identity in the same group of
SRs reported here provides converging evidence that
increased intra-observer consistency distinguishes
SRs from control observers (Nador & Vomland, 2021;
Nador et al., 2021a & b). In two experiments, their
psychometric assessments revealed that SRs utilized
the same range of spatial frequency content across
orientations as controls, albeit more consistently. While
their study did not explicitly assess memorability, its
findings showed for the first time that within the subprocess of face perception, controls and SRs differed
only quantitatively, as a result of differential consistency
between groups. In a similar line of research, Tardif and
colleagues (2019) applied systematically varied local SF
filters to facial features of celebrity faces, finding that
SRs’ outperformed control observers at recognition.
Moreover, the same SF information content to which
their control observers had access was sufficient to
predict SRs’ performance, without loss of generality
of the model. This implies that SRs exploited the same
perceptually available SF information as controls, but
with greater consistency. Taken together, these recent
results (Nador & Vomland, 2021; Nador et al., 2021a &
b; Tardif et al., 2019), along with those of the current
study, provide converging evidence that consistency is
a distinguishing characteristic of SRs’ performance both
within and across subprocesses of face cognition.

ARE SRS QUANTITATIVELY OR QUALITATIVELY
DISTINCT FROM TYPICAL OBSERVERS?
Even though image-based information would suffice for
encoding in Experiment 1, SRs’ recognition performance
was still commensurate with the formation of viewpointinvariant, identity-based representations, whereas
controls were equally likely to form image-specific face
representations instead. This can be seen by the distribution
of controls’ WoWY Z-scores across all four quadrants of
Figure 4a, while SRs are overrepresented in quadrants 1
and 3. In particular, a large proportion of controls are
situated in quadrant 4, where performance relative to
other observers was increasing with memorability in
Experiment 1, but decreasing in Experiment 2.
This is indicative of an important—and seemingly
qualitative—distinction between SRs’ and controls’
internal concepts of memorability: SRs seem to
implicitly build viewpoint-invariant representations
of facial identity, rather than relying on imagedependent information. Only among SRs do we note
a significant positive correlation between information
usage in Experiments 1 and 2, implying that this
information was most likely viewpoint-invariant. Taken
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together, our results suggest that face memorability
can be conceptualized as a viewpoint-invariant and
dimensional attribute, to which at least SRs seem to be
sensitive. In the context of previous results, this could
mean that internal agreement between image- and
identity-based memorability may be lower or higher
depending on the pictorial similarity of stimuli used
during encoding/learning and recognition.
As an important caveat, though, face recognition was
probed under relatively extreme circumstances in the
present experiments. All targets were shown only once
during learning phases and were entirely unfamiliar;
encoding was solicited only fully implicitly (in Experiment
1) or explicitly (in Experiment 2); we only used frontal
and ¾ viewpoints of face images. So, we cannot exclude
the possibility that controls might indeed be able to build
representations resembling those of SRs if given more
frequent (or longer) exposures to face stimuli during
learning, or less extreme viewpoint changes during
recognition. While here we do find strikingly different
patterns of recognition performance between controls
and SRs related to memorability, they should not be
taken as unequivocal evidence for either qualitative or
quantitative differences between groups. Though the
relative absence of between-experiment consistency
in controls relative to SRs might suggest a qualitative
distinction, we would temper this view without testing
under an expanded range of learning phases, image
memorabilities and viewpoints.

CONCLUSION
In sum, our results support the hypothesis that face
memorability should not only be conceptualized in terms
of memory for a specific image (e.g., Bainbridge et al.,
2013; Khosla et al., 2015; Broers et al., 2017), but also with
respect to viewpoint-invariant information diagnostic of
its identity (e.g., Bartlett et al., 1984; Bruce et al., 1994;
Valentine et al., 2004; Bainbridge, 2017; Chang et al.,
2017). Our results thus invite a reinterpretation of face
memorability to include identity-diagnostic information
conveyed across variations in viewpoint, as well as a more
detailed evaluation of the content of such representations.
Currently, it remains relatively unclear what kind(s) of
information (i.e., image statistics) contained across
various viewpoints of a given facial identity are in fact
crucial to the formation of its memorial representation.
Although previous research in our lab has identified
consistency as a key feature of SRs’ extraordinary
abilities (Nador & Vomland, 2021; Nador et al., 2021a &
b), more work is needed to elucidate the qualitative and
quantitative differences between them and neurotypical
individuals. Future research should consider the use of SRs
as a special population particularly adept at such abilities,
and comparison with controls who may well also be
capable under less straining stimulus conditions, as well
as automatic solutions developed for face recognition.
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NOTE
1 The umbrella term memorability refers to inter-observer
consistency of recognition performance measured in vastly
different ways, including over different time scales. For instance,
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task (c.f. Bainbridge, 2017), during old/new recognition tasks
immediately following a dedicated study phase (Bainbridge,
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of these contexts could suffice to measure image memorability,
we focused on recognition of previously encountered versus
novel stimuli, in the context of old/new recognition tasks.
In this context, memorability denotes the extent to which
observers tend to recognize common images following
previous exposure.
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